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Basic Facts on death penalty in the United States 

The ACLU submits this statement regarding the U.S.‟ administration of the death penalty in 

conjunction with the presentation of the follow-up report (A/HRC/20/22/Add.3) by the 
Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions, Professor Christof 
Heyns, to the 2008 fact-finding mission to the United States by the previous mandate 
holder, Professor Philip Alston (A/HRC/11/2/Add.5).  

  The U.S. death penalty 

Since 1976, when the modern death penalty era began in this country,1 1,295 people have 
been executed.2 The U.S. death penalty system in 33 states, the federal system, and the 
military continues to violate international law. As of January 2012, there were 3,189 people 
awaiting execution across the country.3 

  Positive signs in recent years 

In recent years the U.S. has taken some important steps towards conforming to international 
law by barring the execution of juveniles, the intellectually disabled, and those who did not 
commit homicides.4  The number of new death sentences has dropped dramatically – from a 
peak of 315 in 1996 to 78 in 2011.5 New York, New Jersey, New Mexico, Illinois, and 
Connecticut have recently repealed the death penalty.  No executions have taken place in 
California or Pennsylvania – with nearly 1,000 prisoners on their death rows combined – in 
the past six years.6 In California, approximately 800,000 citizens supported a ballot 
initiative which will be voted on in November 2012 to end the death penalty in the state. 

Twenty-five years ago, the U.S. Supreme Court dismissed racial disparities in the death 
penalty as an “inevitable part of our criminal justice system.”7 Rejecting this assumption, 
North Carolina passed the landmark Racial Justice Act in August 2009.8 The law requires 
that courts enter a life sentence for any death row defendant who proves that race was a 
factor in the imposition of his death sentence.  In a landmark ruling based on the Act in 
April 2012, a judge found intentional and systemic racial discrimination and commuted the 
sentence of death row prisoner Marcus Robison to life in prison without parole.9  

Increasingly, judges, prosecutors, law enforcement officials, and other former supporters of 
the death penalty acknowledge that its problems are too legion and the consequences of 
error too severe.10 In November 2011, Oregon Governor John Kitzhaber, who oversaw two 
executions before, placed a moratorium on all executions in the state, finding that the 
system is arbitrary, expensive, and “fails to meet basic standards of justice.”11 Staunch 
conservatives across the country, many of whom wrote their states‟ death penalty laws, now 

agree that the system is broken.12  

  The death penalty is still imposed on the mentally ill and disabled 

In contravention of recommendations by the American Bar Association and many leading 
mental health groups to exempt the severely mentally ill from the death penalty,13 the U.S. 
continues to execute the severely mentally ill.  In March 2012, Mississippi executed Edwin 
Turner.14  Turner had attempted suicide at the age of 18, and was released from a mental 
hospital just weeks before the murders for which he was convicted. 

Despite the constitutional prohibition, the U.S. also continues to execute the intellectually 
disabled.15  Arizona executed Robert Moorman in February 2012, though he had been 
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diagnosed with mental retardation and attended special education classes as a child. He was 
first admitted to a mental health hospital at 13 years old.16  

Whether capital appeals on federal habeas review can proceed if the defendant is mentally 
incompetent remains an open question under U.S. law. The Supreme Court recently granted 
review in two cases dealing with this issue.17 

  Death row prisoners spend excessive time on death row 

Often, condemned prisoners wait decades in solitary confinement before execution, in 
violation of internationally-recognized prohibitions against this form of cruel punishment 
and psychological mistreatment.18 Supreme Court Justice Stephen Breyer and former Justice 
John Paul Stevens have recognized that such a lengthy delay raises constitutional concerns 
in statements unsuccessfully urging the Court to review the issue. 19  

  The death penalty is applied arbitrarily and disproportionately  

Use of the death penalty is arbitrary and random, still as likely as being “struck by 

lightning” as it was when the Supreme Court struck down states‟ former death penalty 

statutes in 1972.20 Among thousands of potentially eligible cases, only a handful of those 
convicted are sentenced to death; worse, the factors that determine who is sentenced to 
death are not legal, but accidents of race, class, and geography.21 

Numerous studies establish that murder of whites, particularly by blacks, results in capital 
prosecution in far higher percentages than murders of people of color.22 In its recent 
periodic report to the UN Human Rights Committee, the U.S. government acknowledged 
“the overrepresentation of minority persons, particularly Blacks/African Americans, in the 
death row population.”23  Beyond North Carolina, U.S. constitutional law continues to 
prevent successful challenges to these racist practices.24 U.S. law has also failed to eradicate 
discrimination in jury selection, and people of color continue to be excluded from capital 
juries at alarming rates.25   

  The U.S. death penalty system fails to protect the innocent 

Since 1973, 140 innocent people in 26 states have been exonerated from death row.26 
Tragically, many have not escaped execution. On September 21, 2011, the state of Georgia 
executed Troy Davis, a Black man who was almost certainly innocent of the murder of a 
white police officer. Despite the unreliability of the evidence that convicted him and the 
worldwide call for clemency, Georgia refused to commute Davis‟ sentence to life.  Texas 

executed Cameron Todd Willingham in 2004 and Claude Jones in 2000 - two men whose 
guilt turned almost exclusively on purported scientific evidence that later proved 
unreliable.27  

Men with strong claims of innocence remain on death row. Missouri has held Reginald 
Clemons on death row for 20 years for murders he almost certainly did not commit. 
Clemons, a Black man with no criminal record, and three others were charged with 
murdering two white women by pushing them off a bridge. The case has many of the 
classic concerns that plague capital punishment – racism, prosecutorial misconduct, a 
coerced confession, lying witnesses, ineffective defense counsel, and no physical evidence. 
The white co-defendant is now out of jail, while Clemons and another Black co-defendant 
remain on death row. The third Black co-defendant was executed. All three have 
consistently maintained their innocence.  
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  Inadequate counsel and insufficient access to resources 

Capital cases require qualified counsel and adequate resources, which very few individuals 
can afford.  Many states fall woefully short of providing them to indigent clients.  Recently, 
the Supreme Court considered the case of Alabama death row prisoner Corey Maples, who 
missed a necessary deadline in his appeals when he was abandoned by counsel.  The Court 
faulted Alabama‟s indigent defense system as contributing to Maples‟ dilemma, noting its 

low eligibility requirements for counsel in capital cases and the gross under-compensation 
of counsel.28 Fortunately, the Court allowed Maples‟ appeal to proceed.  Unfortunately, the 

problems persist, as many on Alabama‟s death row have no lawyer to represent them at 

all.29  U.S. law still permits states to execute prisoners who have no lawyers.30 

  Death penalty prosecutions under the military commissions act of 2009 

The federal government‟s decision to seek the death penalty in military commissions at 

Guantánamo Bay against numerous defendants accused of terrorism rather than in federal 
courts raises troubling international law concerns.31 These commissions have been set up to 
achieve easy convictions and hide the reality of torture. The rules also violate due process 
by allowing under some circumstances hearsay evidence and coerced or secret evidence.32  

  Limitations on access to courts 

U.S. federal courts continue to severely restrict access to federal habeas review, as the 
International Court of Justice determined.33 Recent Supreme Court decisions have made 
these limitations, often the only avenue to relief for wrongly convicted or wrongly 
sentenced prisoners, even harsher and more restrictive.34   

  Lethal injection risks cruel and unusual punishment 

Although the Supreme Court has held that one current method of lethal injection used in the 
U.S. is constitutional,35 several condemned prisoners have suffered excruciating pain during 
execution.  Execution drugs remain unavailable for many states, which led some to obtain 
the drugs illegally from foreign sources. In March 2012, a federal court ordered the FDA to 
review all drugs imported for execution for safety and effectiveness.36 

  Conclusion 

Abolition of the death penalty in the U.S. would remedy the numerous constitutional and 
international law violations plaguing its system.  Important interim reforms could include 
fuller federal review of cases, implementation of measures to prevent police and prosecutor 
misconduct, and adequate funding for effective indigent defense. As a first step, the federal 
government should fulfil its commitment in the Universal Periodic Review process to study 
the racial disparities of the death penalty,37 and fully implement the recommendations of the 
Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions.38 The federal 
government could also place a moratorium on all federal death penalty trials and 
executions.   
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